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ABSTRACT 

During the 1990’s the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) developed methods for fire risk 
analysis to support its utility members in the preparation of responses to Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 
4, “Individual Plant Examination - External Events” (IPEEE).  This effort produced a Fire Risk Assessment 
methodology for at-power that was used by the majority of US Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) in support of 
the IPEEE program and several NPPs oversees.  Although these methods were acceptable for 
accomplishing the objectives of the IPEEE, EPRI and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
recognized that these methods require upgrades to support current requirements for Risk-
Informed/Performance-Based (RI/PB) applications.    

 
In 2001 EPRI and the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) embarked on a cooperative 

project to improve the state-of-the-art in fire risk assessment to support this new risk-informed environment 
in fire protection.  This project produced a consensus document, NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989), 

                                                 
1 This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United 
States Government nor any agency thereof, now any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for any third party use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed in this paper, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe privately owned rights.  The views 
expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
 
2 This work was partially funded by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) at Sandia National Laboratories.  Sandia 
is a multi-program laboratory operated by Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of Energy under 
Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.  This work also is funded by the Electric Power Research Institute.  The opinions expressed in 
this paper do not necessarily represent those of the USNRC or the other organizations. 
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entitled “Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities” which addresses fire risk for at-power 
operations.  This report developed: 1) the process for identification and inclusion of the post-fire Human 
Failure Events (HFEs), 2) the methodology for assigning quantitative screening values to these HFEs, and 
3) the initial considerations of performance shaping factors (PSFs) and related fire effects that may need to 
be addressed in developing best-estimate Human Error Probabilities (HEPs).  However, this document does 
not describe a methodology to develop these best-estimate HEPs given the PSFs and the fire-related effects. 

 
In 2007 EPRI and NRC’s RES embarked on another cooperative project to develop explicit guidance 

for estimating HEPs for human error events under fire generated conditions, building upon existing human 
reliability analysis (HRA) methods. This paper will describe the progress to date on the development and 
testing of the fire HRA methodology, which includes addressing the range of fire procedures used in 
existing plants, the range of strategies for main control room abandonment, and the potential impact of fire-
induced spurious electrical effects on crew performance. In addition to developing a detailed HRA 
approach, one goal of the project is to develop a fire HRA scoping quantification approach that allows 
derivation of more realistic HEPs than those in the screening approach from NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 
1011989), while requiring less analytic resources than a detailed HRA. In this approach, detailed HRA will 
be used only for the more complex actions that cannot meet the criteria for the scoping approach. 

Key Words: HRA, fire HRA, fire PRA, human reliability. 

1  INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes the current status of a joint project between Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research (RES) at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI) to develop guidelines for performing human reliability analysis 
(HRA) in fire probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs).  Because this work is in-progress, the 
content of this paper is aimed at a high level, rather than being detailed and technical. 

As noted in the abstract, previous joint efforts between the NRC’s RES and EPRI resulted in 
a consensus document, NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989) [1], entitled “Fire PRA Methodology 
for Nuclear Power Facilities” which addresses fire risk for at-power operations.  In this report, 
HRA was addressed through guidance for the following HRA tasks: 1) identification and 
inclusion of the post-fire Human Failure Events (HFEs), 2) assignment of quantitative screening 
values to these HFEs, and 3) the initial consideration of performance shaping factors (PSFs) and 
related fire effects that may need to be addressed in developing best-estimate Human Error 
Probabilities (HEPs).  However, NUREG/CR-6850 does not provide detailed guidance for the 
identification of post-fire HFEs, and it does not describe a methodology for developing best-
estimate HEPs, using the identified fire-significant PSFs and fire-related effects. 

The overall objective of the current joint EPRI/NRC effort is to fill the gap left by 
NUREG/CR-6850 with respect to an HRA methodology and approach suitable for fire PRA.   

2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The overall objective of this joint EPRI/NRC effort is to develop a fire HRA methodology 
that addresses all relevant HRA tasks, as well as describing the technical bases for the 
methodology.  As such, the completed report for this fire HRA methodology will provide a 
complete reference for fire HRA as part of a PRA modeling the plant response to fire initiating 
events, and specifically addresses quantification (for which there was limited guidance in 
NUREG/CR-6850).  It is intended to be a stand alone reference which supplements and extends 
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the guidance in NUREG/CR-6850 [1] Task 12 by providing additional guidance for the 
development of scoping and detailed human error probabilities for a fire HRA. 

Also, the developed HRA methodology needs to be consistent with existing guidance and 
standards.  In particular, the joint team has strived to be consistent with: 1) the NRC report 
entitled “Good Practices for Implementing Human Reliability Analysis,” NUREG-1792 [2], 2) 
the ASME PRA Standard [3], and 3) the current requirements of the ANS Fire PRA Standard [4]. 

The purpose of fire HRA, generally, is to identify, characterize and quantify events 
representing human failures in the development and quantification of a fire PRA model. Fire 
HRA includes both modifications to existing HFEs to incorporate fire impacts and analysis of 
new fire scenarios to be included in the FPRA model. The scope of this fire HRA methodology is 
focused on post-initiating event (dynamic) human failure events, and these were grouped into the 
following categories  

• Existing HFEs in internal events PRAs 

• Fire response HFEs 

• Main control room abandonment HFEs (considered as a special sub-set of the fire 
response HFEs)  

• HFEs that results from undesired operator responses to spurious indications (both errors 
of commission and errors of omission)  

Human actions that are outside the scope of this methodology include pre-initiator HFEs (as 
described in NUREG/CR-6850) and fire brigade responses, since the existing approaches for 
these areas do not require additional guidance. 

3 DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 

The joint EPRI/NRC team decided on the following major tasks for development of the fire 
HRA methodology: 

1. Data collection 

2. Method development 

3. Peer review 

4. Testing 

5. Documentation 

The purpose of each of these development tasks is discussed briefly below. 

3.1 Data Collection 

The principal purpose of collecting data in this joint effort was to determine if there were 
PSFs or other fire effects that should be addressed by the fire HRA methodology but were not 
identified in NUREG/CR-6850.  Historical data for fire events were reviewed and some plant 
interviews were performed.  Also, the joint team considered a range of fire response strategies. 
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Preliminarily, the team has determined that the PSFs and other fire effects that were 
identified in NUREG/CR-6850 are adequate for this development of a fire HRA methodology.  
Essentially, this check established that our general understanding of important influences on 
human performance in fires is adequate, as represented by the fire-related PSFs and other effects 
identified in NUREG/CR-6850. 

However, additional plant interviews will be performed in conjunction with the testing task 
(see Section 3.4 below). 

3.2 Method Development  

The joint team’s basic philosophy for the development of a fire HRA methodology was to use 
or adapt existing HRA guidance where possible.  At the same time, this methodology would have 
to address a variety of fire-specific and, sometimes, even fire-unique factors and situations. 

A few of the team members had feedback on the use of NUREG/CR-6850 HRA screening 
values.  As a result, this report provides an update to a few of these screening values.  

The team began its efforts with a review of the EPRI Fire HRA Guideline [5].  Eventually, a 
variety of sources for HRA guidance were consulted.  Notably, the NRC “Good Practices for 
Implementing Human Reliability Analysis” report, NUREG-1792 [2], and its follow-on 
companion document, “Evaluation of Human Reliability Analysis Methods Against Good 
Practices,” NUREG-1842 [6], were referred to repeatedly.  Also, EPRI’s “SHARP1: A Revised 
Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure” [7] played a role in later discussions.  In 
addition, the joint team has tried to be aware of and incorporate insights from on-going fire PRA 
efforts. 

As noted at the beginning of this paper, one of the important products of this joint effort had 
to be an HRA methodology that could produce best-estimate human error probabilities (HEPs).  
As none of the existing HRA methods explicitly address all of the fire-related PSFs and other fire 
effects that were identified in NUREG/CR-6850, it was necessary to either create a new method 
or modify an existing method.  Ultimately, the joint team decided to do both.  The team jointly 
developed a new scoping fire HRA method that is intended to be used for the bulk of HFEs 
modeled in a fire PRA.  In addition, NRC-RES and EPRI have expanded the guidance for two 
HRA approaches, the ATHEANA HRA method [8, 9] and the EPRI Calculator [10], that are 
intended to be used when detailed fire HRA analysis is needed.   

It is the joint team’s goal that the HEPs that result from use of the scoping fire HRA method 
be more realistic than the screening HRA values, as introduced in NUREG/CR-6850, but more 
conservative than that produced by detailed fire HRA approaches.  Consequently, the joint 
EPRI/NRC team is expected to propose an overall fire HRA methodology that is an improvement 
on that in NUREG/CR-6850, but is still not fully equivalent in maturity to at-power HRA 
methodologies.  

3.3 Peer Review 

Development of this fire HRA methodology will benefit from a peer review by an 
independent review team of experts in HRA and PRA.  Two peer reviews are planned for this 
development project.   
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The specific mission of the independent review team is to: 

• Check validity of the method and technical bases 

• Check detail and clarity of the guidance to ensure consistent and accurate application of 
the guidance.   

• Review the testing of the method for examination of the results and insights it may 
produce. 

The first peer review was held June 4-5, 2008 at the NRC offices.  Collection and review of 
comments from this first peer review is currently in progress.  The joint development team 
expects to make some minor changes to its current approach prior to testing as a result of peer 
review comments.  Also, the plan for the testing itself is expected to be influenced by comments 
received in the first peer review. 

The second peer review is planned for some time after testing of the fire HRA methodology 
is completed.  The exact timing of this review is not yet determined. 

3.4 Testing 

A crucial part of the methodology development will be testing of the approach.  At present, 
plans for this testing are in progress.  It is expected that one or two plant sites will be visited to 
principally collect information and conduct interviews of operations staff.  Other details of the 
test plan are too premature to report in this paper.  

3.5 Documentation 

The results of this fire HRA methodology development effort will be documented in a joint 
EPRI/NRC report.  It is expect that this joint report will be published as both an EPRI report and 
a NRC NUREG report.  

4 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH 

The process for performing fire HRA consists of the following high-level tasks and is shown 
in Figure 1: 

1. Identify and define HFEs 

2. Assign quantitative screening values 

3. Perform qualitative analysis 

4. Perform quantitative analysis 

5. Perform recovery analysis 

6. Address dependencies 

7. Address uncertainties 

8. Document the results 

The reader can see that the above process is similar to others (e.g., SHARP1 [7] and 
ATHEANA [8, 9]).  However, there are some variations in the details that have been made to
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Quantitative Screening

Recovery

Dependency

Uncertainty

Identify and Define

Review fire procedures to identify new fire  actions
Review fire procedures with plant personnel
Review internal events HFEs and screen HFEs not related to fire
PRA
Identify safe shutdown actions
Categorize each identified undesired HFE
Assess the feasibility of HFEs

Apply high level screening values to defined HFEs.

Select method
Operator Interviews
Quantification  using either  scoping or  detailed HRA

Quantification

Identify combinations of multiple HFEs
Evaluate combinations
 Address/icorporate combinations

Include operator recovery actions that can restore function.
Non-proceduralized recoveries

Fire HRA Process Fire HRA Sub-Task
Relationship To Fire PRA

Tasks and Other HRA
Methodology Tasks

NUREG/CR-6850 Task 2, Task 5 and
Task 7, Task 12 Post Fire HRA
Screening
ASME PRA Standard HLR requirement
HR-E and HR-F
EPRI  HRA Guideline Identify and
Define Steps
ATHEANA steps 1,-4
ANS fire PRA Standard ES-C1, ES-C2,
FSS-B1, and FSS-B2
NUREG-1792 Section 4.3

Documentation
Document HRA process
Document HRA key assumptions
Document HRA results

NUREG/CR-6850 Task 7, Task 12
Post Fire HRA Screening

NUREG/CR-6850 Task 11, Task 7c, 7d,
Task 14 Task 12 Post Fire HRA Detailed
ASME PRA Standard high level
requirements HR-G
ATHEANA Steps  8
 EPRI HRA Guideline Analysis of post-
initiator events (Type C)  Step
NUREG 1792 Section 5.1.3.

NUREG/CR-6850 Task 11
ATHEANA Step  7 and 8
ASME PRA high level requirement HR-H

NUREG/CR-6850 Task 11
ATHEANA Step  5-8
ASME PRA high level requirement HR-H
 EPRI  HRA Guideline Dependency Step

NUREG 1792 Good Practice 1
ASME PRA high level requirement HR-I
 EPRI  Guideline - Documentation Step
ANS Fire PRA Standard HRA-E1

Address uncertainty and sensitivity
ASME Standard HF-G9
ATHEANA Step 8
NUREG 1792

Qualitative Assessment

Develop narrative - setup context of HFE
Assess PSFs
Operator Interviews
Experience Review
Develop Narative

NUREG/CR-6850 Task 12 Post Fire
        HRA Screening

ATHEANA Steps 5-7

 

Figure 1.   Fire HRA Process, Sub-Tasks, and Relationship to Other Fire PRA Tasks. 

 

 

address fire scenarios.  For example, two different feasibility assessments are proposed to be 
used, employing elements from the NRC’s report on “Demonstrating the Feasibility and 
Reliability of Operator Manual Actions in Response to Fire,” NUREG-1852 [11].  The first 
feasibility assessment was explicitly added as a sub-task to the general HRA approach in order to 
address the challenges unique to fire HRA.  This feasibility assessment addresses questions such 
as: Is there enough time to complete the actions?  And, are there adequate cues to prompt the 
operator to perform the action?  Consequently, this feasibility assessment allows the analyst to 
perform an initial “go/no-go” screening.  Additionally, a second feasibility assessment similar to 
what is assessed in NUREG-1852 may be performed in the quantitative analysis section, 
depending on the quantification approach used. 

It should be noted that, while Figure 1 and this list above shows HRA process tasks in a serial 
way, in actuality, they should be performed iteratively throughout the HRA analysis.  For 
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example, some aspects of qualitative analysis are required as inputs for the identification and 
definition of operator actions. 

5 PROPOSED HRA QUANTIFICATION METHODS 

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the quantification approach used in this fire HRA methodology 
consists of three parts: 

1. Quantitative screening  

2. A new scoping fire HRA method 

3. Detailed HRA 

Each of these quantification approaches are described briefly below. 

5.1 Quantitative Screening 

Excepting a few refinements, the quantitative screening approach is identical to that 
described in NUREG/CR-6850 [1].  The refinements were made on the basis of team feedback in 
applying the original screening values.  In particular, it was recognized that, if longer times were 
considered, some of the conservative screening values could be relaxed. 

5.2 Scoping Fire HRA 

A great portion of the joint EPRI/NRC team effort has been placed on the development of a 
new scoping fire HRA method.  The team justified the development of a new method on the 
basis of: 1) the lack of an existing HRA method that explicitly and adequately addresses fire-
related PSFs and other influencing factors, 2) the need for an easily traceable approach for both 
users and reviewers of fire HRA, and 3) the recognition that users needed a method that required 
fewer resources than the newest and most capable methods (e.g., second generation HRA 
methods such as ATHEANA [8, 9]) can require.  

  The joint team intends the design of the scoping fire HRA method to address most HFEs in 
the fire PRA by this approach.  In this way, analysis and analysis review should be simplified.  
By extracting from the detailed HRA methods, ATHEANA [8, 9] and the EPRI HRA Calculator 
[10], the team has “built in” some of the analysis that otherwise would need to be performed 
explicitly.  For example, different parts of the scoping method will be predicated on the 
assumption that certain PSFs are “driving” (or overwhelming critical) factors. As a result, users 
will need to perform enough qualitative analysis to understand what the important factors are for 
a specific HFE.  Similarly, there will be limitations on the use of scoping HRA method with 
respect to scenario characteristics.  Overall, users will need to understand whether each HFE and 
associated fire scenario fits the limitations of the scoping fire HRA method.  If the HFE and/or 
fire scenario does not match the scoping method limitations, then a detailed HRA method will 
need to be used. 

Because the joint team expects the scoping HRA method to be used for many (or, perhaps, 
even most) of the HFEs that need to be addressed in fire PRA, the team also expects that most of 
the HEPs provided by the scoping method will be acceptable as final HRA results.  This 
objective means that the HEPs provided by the scoping HRA method need to be more realistic 
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than those values provided by quantitative screening. However, it is expected that some HFEs 
(e.g., undesired operator responses to spurious indications) that are addressed by the scoping 
method will have associated HEPs that could be more conservative than that which could be 
developed by a detailed HRA method.  As in other any case when a result is unacceptably high, 
the user can use a more detailed method instead.   

The specifics of the scoping method are not presented here because work on its development 
is in progress.  

5.3 Detailed HRA 

The joint team identified two detailed HRA methods that were thought to be suitable for 
expansion to address fire-related PSFs and other fire effects.  These two methods are: ATHEANA 
and the EPRI HRA Calculator approach.  Each method will be presented as an independent 
appendix in the final report, and will include discussion of what fire-specific PSFs and other 
factors will need to be considered by the user(s) in performing HRA quantification.  It is 
expected that each appendix will include an example of the method applications, perhaps 
developed during methodology testing, in order to further assist the user.  Both of these expanded 
methods are discussed very briefly below. 

5.3.1 ATHEANA for fire scenarios 

The ATHEANA HRA method [8, 9] is a second generation method developed by the NRC.  
Because ATHEANA uses an expert elicitation approach for quantification and does not prescribe 
a specific list of PSFs or other influencing factors, modification of ATHEANA to address fire 
scenarios was brief.   

The joint team expects that ATHEANA will be especially useful in quantifying those HFEs 
and associated fire scenarios in which operator decision-making needs to be analyzed.  Examples 
of such HFEs are: 1) errors of commission that can result from operator response to spurious 
indications and 2) failure to abandon the main control room. 

5.3.2 EPRI HRA Calculator for fire scenarios 

The EPRI HRA Calculator [10] provides a suite of HRA methods along with a common 
vehicle for documenting HRA-relevant information.  In developing a detailed fire HRA, specific 
guidance has been provided on how to apply the CBDT [12]/THERP [13], and HCR/ORE 
[14]/THERP [13] methods (as implemented in the HRA Calculator) to model human failure 
events reflecting PSFs affected by fire, as well as fire effects.  Currently, the HRA Calculator is 
best suited for modeling HFEs that were previously modeled in the internal events PRA and new 
EOP actions required by the FPRA. 

6 STATUS AND PROPOSED SCHEDULE 

At present, the joint EPRI/NRC team’s progress on the development of a fire HRA 
methodology can be summarized by the following bullets: 

• Joint project started March 5, 2007 

• Joint team meetings were held June, July, September, and November 2007 
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• First integrated draft fire HRA methodology report was produced in May 2008 

• First peer review was performed in June 2008 

• Testing and 2nd peer review planned for Summer 2008 

• Internal review is scheduled for Fall 2008 

• Public comment period will follow 

• Publication is scheduled for Summer 2009 

In addition, discussions have begun regarding possible workshops and training sessions for 
use of this jointly developed fire HRA methodology.  

7 CONCLUSIONS  

This joint EPRI/NRC project builds upon what is documented in EPRI 1011989 / 
NUREG/CR-6850 [1] regarding HRA and addresses the development of human reliability 
analyses satisfying the ASME PRA Standard [3] and current requirements of the Fire PRA 
Standard [4].  In particular, this fire HRA methodology effort has been aimed at developing a 
more in-depth and realistic means to explicitly account of the key fire induced influence factors 
that impact human actions needed to prevent core damage or large early releases.  

Work to develop this fire HRA methodology is currently in progress.  Consequently, details 
of the methodology cannot be reported at this time.  
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